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    RSTV Summary: The Big Picture: Northeast's Growth Potential 

Context 

● Northeast has the potential to become India’s growth engine, said Prime Minister Narendra Modi on July 
23, 2020 while asserting that peace has now been established in the region. 

● Speaking after laying the foundation stone for the Manipur Water Supply Project, through video 

conferencing, the Prime Minister highlighted that modern infrastructure is being built to improve 

connectivity.  

● India’s Northeast, in a way, is the gateway to our ancient cultural relationships with East Asia and the 

future of trade, travel and tourism.  

What is the importance of the North Eastern region of India? 

● North east region is amongst the most recent geographical territories that has become part of our general Indian 

polity. So they have huge expectations from the rest of India. 

● Almost every one of the eight north-eastern states in India is growing in double digits with enormous 

potential to expand in areas as diverse as organic food to renewable energy. 

● With India committed to realising its target of becoming a $5 trillion economy by 2024, accelerating the 

development and economic potential of the northeast is critical. 

● This region is one of the 17 biodiversity hotspots in the world. 

● North-eastern regions are among the most heavily forested areas in the country. It is the greenest part 

of the country. 

● The north-eastern region is home to high ethnic complexities and home to a large number of ethnic 

communities with huge cultural diversity. 

● Social and educational status of North-eastern region is very high. The status of women and child is 

extremely high also sex-ratio is very good here. 

● They are gate-way to South-East Asia and a crucial link to the Act East policy of India. 

What are various challenges faced by North East India? 

● Neglect: there has been political, social and cultural neglect of north east India by main land India since 

partition. 

● Isolation: North eastern being historically little different and owing to geographically separation from 

main land they feel isolated from the rest of the country. After partition and creation of Bangladesh 

connectivity from mainland reduced significantly 

● Ethnic conflict: region is home to over 200 ethnic communities. Various communities are fighting each 

other and from the government to have separate states such as greater Nagalim and some are even 

demanding separation from India. 

● Underdevelopment: despite having high literacy this region is one of the most underdeveloped regions 

of India, high poverty, unemployment and migration are prevalent phenomena. 

● Poor governance: wide spread corruption, lack of accountability, official-insurgents nexus etc. have 

ruined the north-eastern region. 
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● Difficult terrain: due to this agriculture could not be developed properly and difficult terrain along with 

security concerns deter industrialists to set up industry there. 

● Trafficking: The North-east region has become a gateway for drug, arms, cattle and human traffickers 

from Myanmar and Bangladesh. 

● Forest cover: there is declining forest cover in north-eastern states which is also a matter of concern. 

Is isolationism of North-East going away? 

 In the last few years, efforts are being directed toward restoring peace and normalcy in the north-east 

region, recently prime minister said 6 year of continuous effort have bore fruits and now peace has been 

established in north-east region. 

 Today the youth in the region are much more integrated with the mainstream and main-land India 

because of higher educational attainment and interaction with outside communities. 

 Today youth from North-east India are working and studying all over the India – again bringing both the 

region closer. 

What has been done so far to address these challenges? 

● In 1996 during the time of Ex-PM Deve Gowda the first North-East Package was developed and that was 

the stepping stone when attention was focused on the North-East. 

● NITI Forum for North East: Government created an exclusive forum at the NITI AAYOG to prepare plans 

for the development of the North East Region. The forum examines various proposals both at the Central 

and the State levels and prepares plans for the speedy development of the North Eastern Region. The 

Forum proposed that the development projects in the NER would be based on the concept of “HIRA” 
(Highways, Inland Waterways, Railways and Airways). 

● National Bamboo Mission: Bamboo Mission has a special significance for Northeast given the vast area 

under bamboo forest. 

● Digital North East Vision 2022: The Vision Document emphasizes leveraging digital technologies to 

transform lives of people of the north east and enhance the ease of living. The Vision Document identifies 

eight digital thrust areas – Digital Infrastructure, Digital services, Digital empowerment, Promotion of 

Electronics Manufacturing, Promotion of IT and ITes including BPOs, Digital Payments, Innovation & 

Start-ups and Cyber security. 

● North East Special Infrastructure Development Scheme (NESIDS): Under this scheme, which is entirely 

funded by the central government, money would be provided to the north-eastern states for 

infrastructure projects on water supply, power and connectivity enhancing tourism, primary and 

secondary education and health. It also seeks to promote industrialisation in the region, with emphasis on 

boosting employment and income generation in the manufacturing and service sectors. 

● India’s first National Sports University: is being built in Manipur which will tap the sports talent of the 

North-East region. 

● Tourism sector: To enhance tourism sector in North East, the DoNER Ministry has recommended to the 

Finance Ministry for higher fund allocation and special package for such projects in the NE region. 

What can be done? 
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● Full-fill the aspiration of younger generation: Focus should be on creating enough employment 

opportunities for the local youth as they will be very useful in bringing normalcy to the region. Youth 

engaged in meaningful employment will not only help in development of north-east region but also 

development of whole country and at the same time bring peace in the region. 

● Natural resource based industry: focus should be on tapping the natural resources abundant in this 

region such as bamboo and rubber and setting up of industry in this sector such as biofuel industry, 

furniture industry etc. 

● BPOs and KPOs: People in the northeast region can speak comparatively better English than people in 

other parts of the country. This skill can be tapped by creating service based activities such as Business 

process outsourcing and Knowledge process outsourcing. 

● Relation with Bangladesh: When we talk about the North-east region, we cannot ignore Bangladesh. 

Better relations with Bangladesh in terms of foreign policy, cultural exchange, social linkage, etc. will 

have better economic impact on the region. 

● Bring private investment in north-east:  

o There is a need to identify possible areas in which investment can be made in the north-east and we 

need to step-up the investment. 

o Government should assure the private sector of the security to their business and installations. 

o Tax-break, cheap land, cheap credit etc. need to be provided by government to incentivise the 

private sector to invest in north-eastern region. 

o Focus on infrastructure development such as rail, road connectivity, adequate and continuous power 

supply etc. to make the industry feasible. 

● Water management: proper flood and water management policy need to be in place to manage the 

Rivers with abundant water which will not only help in mitigating water needs of the region but also 

stabilize the ecosystem of the rest of the country. 

● Balancing ecological aspect and development: decreasing forest cover is a matter of concern, steps 

need to be taken to increase the greenery and growth should be coupled with the environment. Nature 

based industries will help in balancing ecological aspect and development. 

● Connectivity: proper connectivity with main-land needs to be ensured. Kaladan Multimodal transport, 

trilateral highways etc. should be completed soon. 

Closing comment 

 There is need to follow integrative and balanced approach for the development of the North-east region 

by emphasising on industrial development, ecological preservation and ethnic aspirations of the local 

community. 

 Security concerns in the north eastern states must be addressed and more private entrepreneurs must 

be encouraged to invest in the region. 

 The mainland Indian geographical connectivity with the northeast is routed through Bangladesh. 

Maintaining a stable political relationship with Bangladesh along with addressing security concerns along 

the border of the two countries is critical for increasing geographical connectivity of north-east with 

mainland India.  
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Source:  

https://pibindia.wordpress.com/2018/12/19/government-initiatives-in-north-eastern-region-during-2018/ 

 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/the-northeastern-challenge/article6095004.ece 

 

https://www.investindia.gov.in/team-india-blogs/indias-northeast-growth-engine 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojanMSFMGwc&feature=emb_logo 
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